1: Finding the *Economist Online* in ProQuest Central

The NWC Library currently keeps one year of the *Economist* in print in the popular journal and magazine reading area on the main level. In *ProQuest Central* there is full text coverage going back to 1992. Access the Naval War College Learning Commons Online to find digital coverage of the *Economist*.

https://www.usnwc.edu

Enter the journals portal to search for the *Economist* by title.

https://www.usnwc.edu/Learning-commons

Enter here
**2: Economist London**

To find the central module for the *Economist*, type *Economist London* into the journals portal search box.

Type in the title

Click into *ProQuest Central* to gain access

Notice the date coverage

The current year is held in print
The Economist Database in ProQuest

Search within this publication:

Advanced Search

Do a topic search within this publication

Do an advanced search

Browse specific issues
The list is currently ordered by most recent issue first. View oldest issue first

- 2010 - 2017
- 2000 - 2009
- 1990 - 1999
- 1981 - 1989

Browse by year

Use the drop-down menu to access a specific year

Browse specific issues
The list is currently ordered by most recent issue first.

- 2010 - 2017
  - 2017
  - 2016
  - 2015
  - 2014
  - 2013
3: Search Tip

If you put in the title *Economist* rather than the complete title *Economist London*, search results will include a long list of alternate titles that may slow you down. This can happen with any journal title search in a journal title portal. When this happens, look for an option to remove alternative titles from your results list.